Cushion Dock Shelters
Optimal sealing and durability
Stertil T-Series Cushion Shelters, optimum sealing and durability according to BREEAM standard

Are you looking for a flexible solution that provides optimum sealing at your vehicle loading/unloading facility? Do you have stringent requirements for climate management capability? With the optimum management of temperature and hygiene in the warehouse, the heat of summer and winter cold, draughts, dust and insects can all be kept out. Discover the superior sealing and durability offered by our T-Series Dock Shelters, which can also be used in situations that require the BREEAM standard.

Stertil TP-Series makes the difference

Do you want temperature control of your warehouse facility, then our TP-Shelter is the ideal solution?

- Seamless cushions perfectly fit and are ideal for cold storage and freezer facilities
- Universal solution for a variety of vehicles
- Extra hygienic: standard zinc-coated steel back plate and chemical and mould resistant materials
- Durable cushion coating Vinyl PVC or POWERFLEX® for long life
- Foam cushions with 98% compression recovery remain flexible longer, even at low temperatures ~-40°C
- For loading and unloading narrow vehicles there are optional bevelled cushions available for bridging the gap between the vehicle and door opening
- Optimum damage and safety protection due to armoured sections on the front side of the cushions with yellow positioning markers

Stertil TI-Series with inflatable top cushion

Do you have vehicles with varying heights? Then our Ti-Shelter is the perfect solution:

- Flexible inflatable top cushion with a maximum reach of 1350 mm the best in the industry
- For durability and long life the inflatable top cushion made from wear-resistant Cordura®
- Time saving fast inflation < 15 seconds and deflation time < 20 seconds
- Easy to operate
- Optimum protection of the shelter cushions by use of high quality and robust aluminium sandwich profiles and PVC curtains

Stertil Dock Products provides quality, customised and technically advanced loading bay dock equipment solutions throughout the world. The best possible service is also offered from skilled local partners. These superior solutions are conceived, developed and implemented by a team of professional specialists with unique expertise. Thanks to the quality of its people, its totally in-house production process and its international organisation, Stertil Dock Products is a leading international quality supplier of loading bay dock equipment.

Superior Solutions
• Optimum damage and safety protection due to armoured sections on the front side of the cushions with yellow positioning markers

Optional versions and extras

• POWERFLEX® for optimum protection for all weather conditions. POWERFLEX® brochure available for more information
• Tapered cushions, adapted to match the inclined angle of the approach ramp
• Various projections available that differ from the standard 270 mm
• Customised side and or top cushions (with non-standard width and height)
• Various bevelled top and or side cushions (for reduction of door width)
• Lower cushion for complete sealing when there is no Dock Leveller

• Yellow positioning markers covering the entire height of the side cushions
• Side cushions in two sections for easy maintenance
• Retractable upper curtain attached to the top cushion for extra sealing - TP only

Breacham outstanding

The sustainability certificate from the Dutch Green Building Council is based on the excellent results for air infiltration and thermal insulation.

Installation drawings

Detailed drawings are available for implementing the structural measures necessary for installing the Dock Shelters.
Tapered cushions for use on inclined approach ramps (for both TP and TI).

Bevelled cushions reduce the opening of the loading bay, thus guaranteeing proper sealing.
Stertil T-Series Dock Shelters
Standard dimensions*  | TP-Series | Ti-Series  
---|---|---
A. Overall width | 2800 mm to 3100 mm | 3500 mm  
B. Overall height | 2600 mm to 3200 mm | 3600 mm  
C. Height of top cushion | 300 mm |  
D. Projection of top cushion | 270 mm |  
E. Width of side cushion | 300 mm | 300 mm  
F. Projection of side cushions | 270 mm | 270 mm  
G. Projection of top panel | 650 mm |  
H. Height of inflated top cushion | 1350 mm |  

* Other dimensions available as options.

More information

Please feel free to contact us for more information about the T-Series Dock Shelters or other high-quality Stertil Dock Products.